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Modern Mythology
If you spend much time in online C-22 forums or around other C-22 owners, you're bound to
hear the following myth over and over. It goes something like this...

The Catalina 22 uses a locking bolt to keep
the keel down in case of a knock-down.

It's been debated on and off over the years from various perspectives but the myth hasn't been
silenced yet because it still rears its ugly head with alarming frequency. I won't claim that this
report will bury the myth for good, but for the benefit of new owners or those who are still
confused by the different arguments, I'll attempt to refute them.
A knockdown is what happens when a sailboat gets pushed over 90° or more by wind and/or
waves. Most modern sailboats are designed with enough ballast to right themselves in a
knockdown and many veteran racers have experienced them first-hand.

You need to know what to do in a knockdown

If the sailboat gets pushed over even further to the point where it cannot right itself, it is
considered capsized. This report is about how the C-22 swing keel lock bolt can do little to
help the sailboat self-right in a knockdown and, in fact, contribute to a capsize.
I call it a myth because that claim is not made by Catalina Yachts in the C-22 literature and
because the design of the so-called "lock" bolt is such that it could not fulfill that claim under
most circumstances. I will admit that I'm not a marine accident expert or a licensed engineer,
but this myth doesn't need either one to debunk it, just some common sense and high school
level math skills.
This report takes that myth head-on to prove it's nonsense. I'll give you some background on
the myth and then we'll test the myth against three criteria:
1. Intent – What was the original intention of the design of the lock bolt?
2. Design – Is it physically possible for the lock bolt to hold the keel stationary in a
knockdown? In an inversion?
3. Evidence – Is there credible evidence that the lock bolt has, in fact, held keels
stationary in real-world accidents?

Not so long ago in a C-22 far, far away
The myth probably started innocently enough. The keel should be lowered to sail. There's an
obvious sticker inside the companionway that says the lock bolt must be tightened when the
keel is lowered while sailing.

The label may be faded, but the myth endures

What's the biggest fear among inexperienced sailors? That the boat will heel completely over
or get knocked down by a wind gust or a big wave. With nothing to stop it, what would the keel
do? It could slam shut in the hull like a heavy door. That must be what the lock bolt is for! Why
else would they call it a lock bolt?

Ummm...wrong. Regardless of how it started, it
has been perpetuated for over 40 years by
misinformed owners.
Most C-22 owners are divided over this issue.
Some believe the myth or at least that the bolt
is there for a sound reason and so they use it.
Others reject the myth as well as the bolt and
either don't use it or even remove the bolt and
seal the trunk hole permanently. The naysayers
are entitled to their opinion but the problem is
that most don't present any proof to back it up.
A hunch isn't much to base your sailboat's
safety on, let alone possibly your or a loved
one's life.

The truth of the
matter
Then what was the original intention for the
design of the lock bolt?
In fact, the lock bolt was designed for one
purpose and one purpose only and it's plainly
stated in the Catalina 22 Owner's Manual and
General Handbook:

The "lock down bolt" operates on a
friction principle designed to prevent the
keel from becoming severely damaged
in the event of a collision with
underwater obstructions.

Nothing is mentioned about a knockdown.
Even the term "lock down bolt" is a misnomer.
The intention of the bolt is not to lock at all, but
to work like a brake and slow or stop the keel
during an underwater collision. To be an

Remember to Loosen
that Lock Bolt!
We've all done it from time to time,
forgotten to loosen the lock bolt
before raising the keel. When the
keel is new or newly refinished, the
bolt just leaves a scratch. Repeat it
enough times and the end of the bolt
carves a rust-inviting gouge in the
head of the keel.
One way to help you remember to
back off the lock bolt is to attach a
lock out tag to the keel winch handle
after you tighten the lock bolt. This
is a mandatory step in the safety
procedures of many industries that
work with dangerous equipment or
processes.
Before a maintenance engineer
begins work on the equipment, they
turn the equipment off and attach a
lock out tag to the switch, valve, or
handle that engages or energizes
the equipment. That way, others will
see the tag and not accidentally turn
the equipment on while the
maintenance engineer is in a
dangerous position or the
equipment is partly disassembled.
You can do the same thing for your
swing keel. Print a copy of this
picture, attach a twist tie, hook and
loop strip, rubber band, or what have
you to the hole in the top of the tag,
and keep it on your boat.
(cont.)

effective lock, the bolt would need to block the
keel in such a way that friction was not the
primary form of resistance.
One example of such a design would be a bolt
that passes all the way through the head of the
keel and fastens into the opposite side of the
keel trunk. This is the design used on the
MacGregor Venture series sailboats. The keel
can't go far while the bolt is engaged. The size
of the bolt is designed so that, at most, it will
bend in the case of a grounding and it's easily
replaced.

The boat is self-righting only with the
keel locked down. The lock bolt will
assure that the keel angle is proper, and
that the keel stays down in the event of
a severe knockdown. – MacGregor
Venture Owner's Manual

It would be better to call the bolt a keel brake
and not imply more safety than it provides. But
for the purposes of this discussion, I'll continue
to call it a lock bolt since that's what we're
most familiar with.
To "severely damage" the cast iron keel would
take more energy than a C-22 can generate at
top speed. Cast iron is very durable. Anyone
who has ever refinished a swing keel knows
this all too well. But to severely damage the
thin, fiberglass keel trunk doesn't take much
energy at all. We have to assume that's what
the manual means because it's impossible for
the bolt to prevent damage where it has no
effect on the keel; anywhere below the pivot
pin, for example.

The next time you lower the keel and
tighten the lock bolt, fasten the tag
to the keel winch handle so that it
won't fall off. Then you or your crew
will have to remove the tag to raise
the keel (after you've loosened the
lock bolt, of course). After you
loosen the lock bolt, remove the tag
from the winch handle and hang it
somewhere convenient nearby so
that it also reminds you to tighten
the lock bolt the next time you lower
the keel.
If you're disciplined enough to use a
lock out tag, you'll be as safe as
possible in case you hit an
underwater object and you won't
cause undue damage to your keel
from forgetting. The tag simply
being in sight will keep you and your
crew mindful of the position of your
keel and the state of the lock bolt.

The keel lock bolt threads through a nut welded to a strap that is embedded in the port keel trunk wall

If you hit a rock with the end of the keel, the lock bolt at the head of the keel isn't going to
prevent most of the damage to the keel itself, if any. On the contrary, it might cause more
damage because the keel cannot swing away from the obstacle. But, depending on the speed
it was travelling, an unlocked keel could swing up far enough when it hit an underwater object
that if it swung down freely, it could impact and crack or puncture the back of the keel trunk.
There are numerous documented incidents of swing keel sailboats that have sunk from freeswinging keels. I'll share one with you later.

Risky by design
The potential for keel trunk damage exists because of the keel's design. It's swept back from
vertical 30 degrees (NOT 45 degrees, another error that is bandied about the Internet). That
puts its center of gravity well aft of the pivot pin, not directly below it. As a result, the keel is
slightly cantilevered. That means that the top end of the lowered keel is constantly pressing
against the back of the keel trunk, which stops gravity from swinging the keel until it's
vertically balanced. The cantilever holds the keel stationary so long as nothing else moves it,
like hitting an underwater obstacle. That includes all normal sailing conditions, even riding up
the face and down the back of moderate waves. Properly operated and maintained, the keel is
very safe. Improperly operated or neglected, and stuff happens.

As I was backing away from shore, my (ex) crew let the keel down too early and it
hit bottom. Ripped the keel cable right off the keel. – A divorced owner

Without a lock bolt, the amount of damage to the trunk from a collision would depend on many
factors including: how much slack is in the keel cable, the condition of the cable, how well the
cable is attached to the winch, and how solid the companionway bridge is where the winch is

mounted. Given enough slack, the keel cable will not come tight before the keel impacts the
trunk. The recommended amount of slack is one half winch turn, about 3.5". That's too much
to stop the keel in time. It's pretty common for the companionway bridge on older C-22s to be
rotted from water intrusion around the two winch mounting bolts. Many are also cracked from
stress. If the integrity of the bridge is compromised much and the cable is tight, the keel
slamming down against the cable could either snap the cable or pull the winch mounting bolts
through the bridge.

My keel cable broke and we suspect the keel dropped with such force as to twist
the keel bolt enough to cause a leak which sank the boat. – An owner that
maintains his keel cable now

Many sailboats sink within sight of a marina where owner negligence is often the cause

With the lock bolt properly tightened, the friction caused by the end of the bolt against the side
of the keel will slow the retracting keel. It will also slow its return to the lowered position. The
design is only intended to slow it enough that it doesn't impact the keel trunk with enough
force to severely damage the keel lifting hardware and the trunk.

Some opponents of the lock bolt will argue that the lock bolt can twist during an underwater
collision and damage the trunk, possibly enough to take on water. That is also possible but the
worst damage from a twisting bolt would be far less than the worst damage from a freeswinging keel. The odds of the bolt twisting can be almost entirely eliminated by having a
smooth, well-faired, properly maintained keel. Their argument is like claiming they won't wear a
life preserver because it chafes their neck.

Like comparing apples to jalapenos
There's considerable difference between the underwater collision scenario and a knockdown
scenario.
In a knockdown, the boat may or may not be moving forward. You can take a big wave on the
beam with the sails down, for example, and get knocked flat. Moving or not, there's not much,
if any, force pulling the keel toward the hull at this point (rolled to around 90°). The friction on
the pivot pin created by the cantilevered weight of the keel together with the lock bolt could be
enough to hold the keel from retracting in some conditions. That assumes either there is no
play between the pivot pin and the hangers, or there is very little play but the boat is on its
starboard side. In that case, gravity is pressing down on the end of the keel, which means the
head of the keel is pressing up on the end of the lock bolt. On its port side, gravity is forcing
the head of the keel away from the end of the lock bolt. If the lock bolt is not enough to hold
the keel, it will retract slowly, particularly if there is any forward motion – the keel is nearly
horizontal.
God help you if you don't have all your lazarettes and hatches latched shut or your sails sink
below the surface. If you do have the boat closed up tight and your sails are furled, the right
wave (or smart thinking on your part) can shift the center of gravity toward the keel and the
boat could still right itself again.

In a knockdown, your boat can sink in minutes if you're not prepared

If the boat rolls past 90°, the keel could begin to retract. After about 110°, quickly and with
considerable force. Only the hull will stop it and with potentially significant damage. Even if the
lock bolt is applied, when the keel retracts far enough for it to slip past the bolt (the last 15
degrees of keel rotation), the swinging keel will pick up speed and energy until it hits the hull.

Prove it!
If the design intent alone hasn't convinced you, let's look at it scientifically. Now, for the 99% of
you reading this that aren't mathematically inclined or just don't care, please don't check out
on me here. Just jump down to the next photograph and meet the other two of us there.
The basic mechanical principles of this problem are that of a lever versus a clamp. The keel
acts as a giant lever that pivots at the pin assembly and pries against the end of the lock bolt
with a certain amount of force. The lock bolt applies lateral force against the head of the keel
like a clamp, which produces a certain amount of friction. You can also think of it like one side
of a disc brake caliper on your car. If the amount of friction is equal to or greater than the
amount of leverage, the keel remains stationary. If the friction is less than the amount of
leverage, the keel retracts with speed and force proportional to the difference between the
friction and the leverage.
Note: I'm grateful to my friend Jim who is a licensed mechanical engineer in the state of Washington
who helped me to prepare this analysis. Thanks for teaching this old dog a few new tricks, Jim.
Using standard mechanical engineering equations and working backward in four steps, we can
calculate with reasonable accuracy:

1. The amount of resistance force any device regardless of its design would need to hold
the keel stationary. This is represented by Flock below.
2. The specific amount of clamping force that a 1/2" bolt would need to hold the keel
stationary. This is represented by Fclamp below.
3. The amount of torque necessary to tighten a 1/2" bolt sufficiently to produce that much
clamping force. This is represented by Tbolt below.
4. The amount of force needed on the lock bolt handle to generate that amount of torque.
This is represented by Ftighten below.
At the end, we can deduce whether it's reasonable or not for a person to apply that amount of
torque by hand. That will tell us if the lock bolt even has a chance to work or not – in theory.
Let's begin by using what we know about the weight and dimensions of the swing keel as
shown in the following picture of the C-22 inverted (turned turtle) with the keel in its normally
lowered position. This is the ultimate position in which the myth claims that the lock bolt can
hold the keel extended.

The average C-22 swing keel weighs about 550 lbs. plus or minus 25 lbs depending on the
boat's serial number. We will use the nominal weight of 550 lbs. in this analysis. Most of that
weight is on one side of the pivot pin. Only the weight of the head of the keel is on the other
side. I've estimated the location of the center of gravity at 36" from the pivot pin. It might be
more or less, but not by a lot. It's also closer to the leading edge than the trailing edge but the
amount is not significant for our purposes.

This is true for most of the C-22 swing keels, those manufactured in Mexico. There are a small
number of keels that were made outside Mexico that have a flatter foil shape the entire length
of the keel. The center of gravity of those keels is approximately in the middle of their length,
around 26" from the pivot pin. The forces that we will calculate below would be lower for those
keels.

Step 1 – Required resistance force
We can plug what we know into the following equation that accounts for the weight of the keel
(W in the drawing above), its angle to the hull, the approximate distance of the center of gravity
from the pivot pin, and the distance of the lock bolt from the pivot pin:

∑𝑀{𝑝𝑖𝑣𝑜𝑡} = 0: 𝑊 ⋅ cos 60∘ ⋅ 36"= 𝐹{𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘} ⋅15"
Solve the equation and we get Flock = 660 lbs. of clamping force. That's the resistance force
required to offset the static weight of the keel and to prevent the keel from retracting
regardless of how the force is applied.

Step 2 – Required clamping force
Next, we will calculate the clamping force that the lock bolt needs to produce in order to apply
those 660 lbs. to the keel. The two are not the same.
Keep in mind that the lock bolt isn't in direct opposition to the keel like the wall of the keel
trunk is or like a through bolt would be. The lock bolt applies clamping force to only one side of
the keel. That means it relies on friction to transfer its force to the keel. In this situation,
friction only transfers a fraction of the applied force to the opposing object and relatively
inefficiently at that.
The amount of friction between the lock bolt and the keel is affected greatly by the material
that the bolt is made of (stainless steel) and the material of the keel surface. The keel's
surface is cast iron for an unfinished keel or plastic for an epoxy-finished keel. We'll ignore any
paint on the keel surface for the purpose of this discussion. If it hasn't been scraped away
already by the skipper forgetting to loosen the lock bolt on occasion when he winched up the
keel, it will get scraped away during a knockdown if the keel makes contact with the bolt. For a
way to help you remember to tighten and loosen the lock bolt, see Remember to Loosen that
Lock Bolt! in the sidebar. We'll also assume there is no water trapped between the end of the
lock bolt and the keel that would lubricate them.
The ratio of the force resisting the movement of a part to the normal force applied to the part
is known by engineers as the coefficient of friction. There are standard coefficients for
different combinations of materials that can be found in sources such as The Engineer's
Handbook. Most coefficients are <= 1.0. For the purpose of this analysis, we will use the

coefficient of friction between steel and cast iron of 0.4. That means that the required
clamping force (Fclamp) will have to be at least 2.5 times (1.0 ÷ 0.4 = 2.5) the resistance force
(Flock) that we just calculated.
That's being very optimistic. If there is any epoxy, paint, water, or grease between the steel bolt
and the iron keel, then the coefficient would be much less and the required force would be
proportionally higher.
We can plug in our required resistance force of 660 lbs. (Flock) and apply the coefficient of
friction (µ) using the following equation:

𝐹{𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑝} = 𝐹{𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘} /𝜇
Solve for Fclamp and we get 1,650 lbs. We can confirm that number with the simple equation
660 (Flock) x 2.5 = 1,650 (Fclamp).
To summarize our results so far, to transfer 660 lbs. of force through friction to the side of the
keel, the lock bolt needs to generate 1,650 lbs. of force, more than three quarters of a ton. Is
this starting to sound improbable to you?

Step 3 – Applied torque
The next step is to calculate how much torque (Tbolt) we would need to apply to the bolt in
order to generate 1,650 lbs. of force (Fclamp) against the keel. Again, we can calculate it if we
know the diameter (d) of the bolt (0.5") and this standard equation1:

𝑇{𝑏𝑜𝑙𝑡} = 0.20 ⋅ 𝐹{𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑝} ⋅ 𝑑
Solve for Tbolt and we get a result of 165 in·lb of torque or roughly 13.8 ft·lb of torque.
Now, that doesn't sound like so much, does it? That's the equivalent of putting a 12" wrench
horizontal on the end of the bolt and hanging an 13.8 lb. weight from the end. But there's a
critical last step to consider.

Step 4 – Required tightening force
The last step is to calculate how much force (Ftighten) we would need to exert on the bolt handle
to generate 13.8 ft·lb of torque. The lock bolt handle is only 2-1/4" long and it's in a confined
space where it's hard to get much leverage by hand. Since our handle is shorter than 12", we
need to apply more than 13.8 lbs. of force to achieve the same torque. To do that, we also have

Budynas and Nesbitt, Shigley's Mechanical Engineering Design, 8th. Ed., McGraw-Hill, 423
equation 8-27
1

to consider that we cannot apply the force to the very end of the 2-1/4" handle like the 12"
wrench example above. That's impossible without modifying the handle. The only way to do it
by hand is to wrap our hand around the handle and press or twist. When we spread the force
out across the length of the handle like that, we are effectively applying force to the midpoint
of the handle at 1-1/8".
We can calculate the amount of force required with the following equation:

𝐹{𝑡𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑒𝑛} =

13.8 𝑓𝑡 ⋅ 𝑙𝑏
1 𝑓𝑡.
1.125" ⋅
12"

Solve for Ftighten and we get 147 lbs. of force. That's almost the weight of an average size man.
Can you put that much weight on that 2-1/4" handle under the settee seat?

A practical experiment

Simulating the lock bolt with a regular bolt and end wrench to test torque

To find out just how much torque you can apply to the lock bolt of your C-22, try this
experiment:
1. Replace the lock bolt with a standard coarse thread (13 TPI) 1/2" x 3" hex head bolt.
2. Wrap a piece of tape around the handle of a matching box end wrench at 2-1/4" from
the shank of the bolt. This represents the lock bolt handle.
3. Place the wrench on the bolt head and without your hand beyond the tape mark, tighten
the bolt like you normally would.
4. Replace the box end wrench with a torque wrench and appropriate size socket.
5. If your torque wrench is a dial type, apply pressure clock-wise to the bolt slowly until it
just begins to turn, then stop. If your torque wrench is a click type, start with the
wrench set at 5 lbs. and alternately adjust the torque upwards in 5 lb. increments and
try to further tighten the bolt until it just begins to turn again, then stop.
6. Read the torque setting, which is equal to the amount of torque that you applied with
the box end wrench.
You will do well to reach 15 ft·lb of torque.
If it requires 13.8 ft·lb of torque to hold the keel stationary and we can tighten the bolt to 15
ft·lb or maybe more, then we can conclude that the lock bolt is capable of holding the keel in a
knockdown, right? Unfortunately, it's not that simple.

Theory vs. reality
I'll be the first to admit that this analysis is over simplified and not perfectly accurate. That
was intentional to try to make it understandable by the average skipper and to keep this report
to a reasonable length. To be complete would require an entire book and you probably wouldn't
want to read it! But my hope is that even this simplified analysis will give you a better
understanding of the real forces involved.
There are many other variables to consider. The single biggest is the coefficient of friction. It
can vary considerably from keel to keel and can skew the results to one extreme or the other.
The number that I chose (0.4) is realistically too high to account for real-world keel conditions.
A more accurate average is probably half that amount or less, which doubles the force
required on the lock bolt handle.
Further, this analysis makes some other assumptions that would also affect the results:


Brand new pivot pin and hangers without wear or corrosion. Worn parts make for a
loose keel that cannot be effectively clamped by the lock bolt. Keel centering spacers
can help prevent but not entirely eliminate this.

Don't wait until your pivot pin looks like this to replace it. Photo courtesy Russell Vander Ende.






Pivot pin installed perfectly perpendicular to the keel in both axes. Otherwise, the head
of the keel could swing away from the lock bolt in one direction or the other.
Brand new lock bolt and strap without wear or corrosion. Wear reduces the bolt's ability
to maintain torque and corrosion resists the application of torque.
Lock bolt properly lubricated. It helps you to apply maximum torque and resists
corrosion and water leaks.
No lateral play between the keel and the hangers. The keel hangers should be flush
with the sides of the keel or shim washers installed for minimum clearance.



No play between the pivot pin and the keel hole. Otherwise, the lock bolt will just push
the keel aside without applying enough braking force.

Typical pivot pin hole elongation like this makes the lock bolt useless.
Photo courtesy Russell Vander Ende.



Surface of the keel is smooth and even throughout the contact arc of the lock bolt.
Gouges, pits, and rust affect the performance of the lock bolt and can damage it or the
keel trunk.

Gouge cut by forgetting to loosen the lock bolt before raising and lowering the keel. Photo courtesy Chip Ford




No tension applied by the keel winch. Just a little tension on the cable can have a
dramatic effect on the keel bolt. Just look at all the gouged keels out there!
No dynamic forces applied by waves, crew movement, or wind. They produce
acceleration and deceleration forces that plunge this analysis into whole other realm of
complexity (and absurdity).

All those variables and assumptions add up to a very low probability that the lock bolt can hold
a keel stationary in a knockdown. The only reasonable conclusion is that it would require
absolutely perfect conditions for the lock bolt to even remotely hold the keel in place. But let's
be honest, none of us will ever see perfect conditions.
If you're still not convinced, read on. Actually, read on anyway.

The most damning evidence
The fear of those owners who cling to the myth that the lock bolt can hold the keel is that,
before the boat turns turtle and there is still a chance that it could right itself again, the keel

will slam shut and make it difficult to move the boat's center of gravity outboard again,
effectively pinning the turtle on its back.
That seems to have been the case in Chicago back on July 12, 1992 onboard Moonraker during
a Midwest Open Racing Fleet (MORF) race. The accident was reported as LM Case 32
(emphasis mine) in the 1998 Lake Michigan Crew Over Board Study Provided by the Lake Michigan
Sail Racing Federation (LMSRF). Following is an excerpt, but read the full study. There are a lot
of good lessons in it.

Halfway through the first leg, beating she was knocked down by a wind that
seemed to be ours alone. We took the knock down all right, "loose the sheets,
etc.," but three big waves came. The first climbing up Moonraker's Genoa; the
second lifting her bow so the keel actually folded under, despite the so-called
lock that was supposed to secure it. With that, the center of gravity had changed
and the third wave slapped her bottom and turtled her over. Crew climbed on her
hull and started to right her but, despite the forward hatch being locked and the
companionway having been boarded up, the lazarette lockers opened up and took
in enough water in 40 seconds that when crew brought her over, the stern never
rose up and her bow raised and sank.

The crew were all quickly rescued by other racers. The fact that they were even able to turn the
boat over is due to it being partly submerged by then. Had the boat been fully buoyant, they
probably would not have been able to.

What's a skipper to do?
Now that you know:





The myth is groundless and it contradicts the stated intent of the lock bolt in the
owner's manual.
How much torque it would take for the lock bolt to hold the keel stationary under
perfect conditions but it would likely fail under real-world conditions.
What can happen with the keel if you hit an underwater object and what can happen in
a knockdown.
A free-swinging keel can lead to catastrophic hull damage.

You can apply enough torque to greatly reduce your risk of keel trunk damage if you hit an
underwater object.
What are you going to do?

Frank Butler was no idiot. If he wanted to design a safety device to prevent the swing keel from
collapsing, he wouldn't have designed it with so many deficiencies and dependencies. He
would have designed it more like the MacGregor Venture lock bolt. It could well be that the
phenomenal success of the C-22 itself contributed to the myth. It wasn't designed to be kept in
a slip for long periods but when it is (often), the hanger assembly wears rapidly and the keel
corrodes even faster.

You'll face special problems if you decide to keep your retractable keel model in
the water, especially salt water. Bottom paint is a must, plus periodic cleaning
and removal of marine growth from the keel trunk slot. The possibility of
corrosion to the keel and keel fittings is greatly increased. Keeping a retractablekeel model in salt water for lengthy periods is not recommended – Catalina 22
Owner's Manual and General Handbook

When you take all these facts together, it's hard not to come to the conclusion that the lock
bolt is not up to the task of holding the swing keel in a serious knockdown – a task that it was
never designed for in the first place.
Don't be alarmed by this. Turtle incidents are very rare. In the highly unlikely event that you are
involved in a knockdown to the extent that your C-22 turtles, you're going to be fighting for your
life, much less for your boat.
So what will you do with this knowledge? Use the lock bolt for its intended purpose or shrug
this report off as so much geek speak and take your chances? If the latter, at least consider
reading these articles and putting them into practice:
Flooding: Planning for and Dealing with a Sinking Ship by Dick Stevenson for Cruising Club of
America
Planning for an Unplanned Inversion by John Vigor for Good Old Boat magazine
Maybe they will help save you because the lock bolt can't if you don't use it.
Ken and his wife Patty live in eastern Washington and sail their 1981 C-22 #10330 on the lakes of
north Idaho with the lock bolt tight. Ken is an amateur engineer and the author of The $tingy Sailor
blog that features DIY projects for C-22s and other small sailboats. If you have firsthand experience
in an accident that involved a swing keel or if you know of any other documented cases, he'd like to
hear from you. Send him an email using this form.

